Annual Walk in the Dark  
October 4, 2011  
Legend

1. Lynn Eusan Park needs more lighting  
2. Emergency calls in Lynn Eusan Park took longer for a response from the dispatcher than the other call boxes checked that night  
3. Cougar Village light fixtures don’t have numbers to identify them for reporting purposes  
4. Bridgeway between Moody Dining Hall and Cougar Village the lights are out  
5. Sidewalk between Hilton Hotel and Cougar Village needs additional lighting  
6. New Hilton Sidewalk steps are hazardous  
7. South section of the New Hilton needs more lighting  
8. Southeast corner behind the loading dock of the Hilton, the sidewalk is cracked and needs repair  
9. Southside of the Parking Garage, east of the Hilton, needs more lighting  
10. Moody Tower Platform, lights are out  
11. East of parking lot 1A needs more lighting along Calhoun  
12. Wellness Center parking lot, lights are out  
13. Need light in front of the Welcome Center on Calhoun, especially near the bus stop  
14. North side of the Welcome Center alongside the building needs lighting  
15. Broken irrigation system (sprinkler) west of MD Anderson Library. Water was running out of the system onto the sidewalk.  
16. The Technology Complex needs more lighting  
17. Fine Arts Complex, lighting is very dim, consider using a different kind of bulb  
18. Light out west of Architecture  
19. Communication Building area needs more lighting  
20. Entry lights are out between Communication Building and Wortham Theater  
21. Landscaping lights are out near Communication Building  
22. Wortham Theater area is very dark  
23. UC Satellite is a dangerous incline  
24. Emergency call boxes on the north and south side of the UC Satellite are in a dark area  
25. Light out for emergency call box at parking lot 1B  
26. Lights are out behind the University Center next to Melcher Hall  
27. Lighting needed between Cemo Hall and Y-Building  
28. Lighting needed behind Y-Building  
29. Lighting needed at the Pump Room at Power Plant  
30. Lighting needed on the exterior of the Power Plant (SE)  
31. Lighting needed on Fine Arts Complex  
32. Lighting needed around Communications Building  
33. Lighting needed around Farish Hall  
34. Lighting needed around McElhinney  
35. Emergency call box light out at the following:  
   a. Parking Lot 1B  
   b. College of Business  
   c. Parking Lot 19F  
   d. Entrance at UC Satellite  
36. Construction Site Optometry: orange barrels are left on the side walk impeding pedestrians and some bicyclist. Consider some alternatives to move Barrels out of sidewalks after hours.  
37. Walk path along wheeler/OB lights out  
38. Intramural fields – Lights out  
39. The Technology Complex needs an emergency call box